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October has been a month replete with festivities. Festivals are a celebration of
togetherness. We celebrated Navratri, Dussehra and then Diwali in October. There is a
common thread that runs through these festivals and that is the victory of good over evil, of
light over darkness. It reminds us to look within and see how we can eliminate the darkness
of evil, anger, hatred, envy, sadness and replace it with light, good actions, kindness, love
and friendship. We celebrated Navratri the other day in school and as the classes came
down to the lawns to dance the dandiya and garba, it was so beautiful to see everyone
celebrating together, dancing in a circle, many with their teachers accompanying them and
just immersing themselves in happiness and joy. Being together gives us so much
satisfaction. It makes us realise how much we need human company to stimulate our
minds and help us to evolve and grow. We develop our social graces as we broaden our
scope of interaction with others. We learn to be polite, well groomed, soft spoken and
cooperative. If we do not inculcate social graces or soft skills as we call it, into our
behaviour, we will find that others do not accept us easily into their social circles. That is
why more emphasis is placed on character building rather than 'report' building in today's
world. Those who are caring, empathetic, team players and seen as reliable individuals are
valued over those who carry impressive degrees from reputed Institutions but lack soft
skills. So, as you grow up children, you will appreciate the values that the school inculcates
in you. You will carry with you the strong fabric of a good character and a confident mind
and this will stand you in good stead in times to come. Afterall, if there is one thing that will
never go out of style, it is good manners! “Do your little bit of good where you are; it's those
little bits of good put together that overwhelm the world.” said Desmond Tutu. That truly is
the way to find victory of good over evil and to make our world a better place.
Let me take this opportunity to wish each one of you a happy, healthy and a safe Diwali.
Happy holidays!
Nalini Samuel
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Always with the aim of surpassing boundaries, every step of the Orbis school has been a giant leap towards making
a paradigm shift in faith, values and beliefs of the Orbians. We look back to our roots, our genesis and take size of
where we stand, to embrace the Orb in our celebration, through a celebration spread over three days including an
interschool fiesta and a funfair! We at Orbis are ready with a mind without fear, curiosity filling our hearts, to chase
new dreams and scale new heights. Today, as we reach yet another cornerstone in our ten-year journey, to reach
the stars beyond any size, as our school anthem states, we look forward to your participation in our decennary
celebration.
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Orbis Turns 10 - New Dreams, New Heights

Domestic Animals (1st - 4th October):
Children see domestic animals every day, at home and outside:
they are an integral part of our lives. The teachers spoke to the
children about domestic animals and explained how they are useful.
They also introduced names and general features of domestic
animals to the little ones. This interactive session was conducted
with the help of various books and pictures. Activities like hand
printing and 'cotton sticking' on sheep were enjoyed by all. The
young ones understood that these friendly animals help us in
different ways and so they should be treated well and taken good
care of.
Aditi Joshi, CT Nursery Apple
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Pet Animals (7th - 11th October):
Pet Day was celebrated in school with the motive of instilling a sense
of responsibility and empathy, in children, towards animals. They
learned that pets are kept for companionship. A cocker spaniel, a fish
named Oscar, parrots and lovebirds were especially invited for the
day. The children were very happy to see them and be with them. They
learnt about their food habits, their life span, their general behaviour
and special characteristics. There was a lot of curiosity and an
element of surprise as they saw the fish open and close its mouth thus
learning how a fish breathes. The children also learnt the importance
of washing hands after touching or petting animals.

Wild Animals (14th - 18th October):
The week was dedicated to learning about different wild animals, their
homes, their young ones and the food they eat. Young Orbians were
introduced to wild animals through different modules. Books with
bright, colourful pictures on wild animals made the session interesting.
The children understood that some animals do not exist anymore and
are extinct while some are endangered and need to be protected and
cared for. A special assembly on the theme 'animals' reinforced the
discussions that took place in class, where the children spoke about
different animals. The students learnt that all creatures, great and
small, need to be respected.
Hufrish Dutt, CT Sr. KG Kiwi

Modes of Transport (21st - 25th October):
The students of Pre-primary were introduced to different modes of
transport; land, water and air, their purpose and importance in our
daily lives. An assembly was conducted by the Sr. KG students, where
they spoke more about the different modes of transport, safety rules
and the importance of following traffic rules. They were engaged in a
'paper tearing and pasting' activity and the nursery children created a
truck using different shapes. Modules on the topic were shown,
rhymes were recited and stories on the different modes of transport
were narrated to them, making it an enjoyable and a fun week.
Hufrish Dutt, CT Sr. KG Kiwi

Kids for Tigers (30th September):
Kids for Tigers is an environment conservation initiative, founded in
the year 2000 and built under the Sanctuary Magazine initiative. The
Orbians witnessed one such fun filled workshop conducted by a team,
under the guidance of Ms. Anamika Misra. It laid focus on preservation
of ecosystems, control of global warming and protection of
endangered species of animals. We were intensely absorbed in the
ocean of knowledge and information.
Priya Jha, Student 6 Vega
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C a r e e r C o u n s e l l i n g Wo r k s h o p ( 3 r d
October):
The Times NIE workshop on Career Counseling was conducted for
the students of class 10. Career decisions play a pivotal role in
shaping the future growth and development of students. The session
commenced with Ms. Shambhavi Bajpai, the resource person,
reiterating the importance of one's potential, interest, and passion
before considering any profession. She also laid stress on the fact
that even though money is an important factor, it should not be the
only deciding factor when choosing a career. She emphasized that
successful people are those who choose a career which matches
their personal and unique talents. She guided the students in
identifying their interests and urged them to make an informed
decision. It was indeed a very inspiring session and motivated us to
follow our passion.
Paryu Jain, Student 10 Deneb

Careers on Aviation Workshop (3rd
October):
Students of Classes 11 and 12 got an insight into the wonders and
opportunities of the Aviation industry through a workshop conducted
by illustrious members of the Shastri Group of Institutes. Ms. Sweta
Goswami, Chief Training Manager and Mr. Om Sharma, Admin
Director. They enlightened us on the plethora of options that the
aviation industry offers. It encompassed a large number of interests
and myriad professions, which would help aspirants to prepare for a
career in the aviation industry. We learnt of the various courses offered
by this prestigious institution. The seminar was informative and
opened a world of options for us. It has immensely helped us to
broaden our horizons.
Srinivasan Kidambi, Student 11 Antares

PTM (5th October):
In the best interest of the child, it is important that the school, the parents and the teachers work closely and communicate regularly. Parent
Teacher Meetings are a good platform to discuss the growth, needs and general issues related to students, on a personal level. The end of term 1
was marked by the half yearly exams. To take it ahead from here to the next stage, the PTM was scheduled where parents could go through the
answer papers and talk to all the subject teachers.

Dussehra Celebrations (7th October):
The festival of Dussehra was celebrated with great fervour and ardour
as all the Orbians, students and teachers came together, dancing to
the beats of Dandiya and Garba songs. We look forward to this funfilled dance celebration every year. Music set the right tone for the
event. We all swayed, whirled and moved to the garba and dandiya
tunes. The atmosphere was full of fun as everyone participated with
great enthusiasm.
Rashmi Pai, Student 11 Antares

Unscramble !!!
1.

A __________ of islands. (HAICN)

5.

OCWDR (Synonym of cluster)

2.

DRNAULY (Dirty linen?)

6.

YLHGTIL (With a little force, weight or intensity)

3.

YLLJE ASNBE (Happy Easter)

7.

ORHTW (Having a value of)

4.

NRVOCONASETI (Save and protect)

8.

DOAFRF (To be able to bear or manage without serious consequences)
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Workshop on Studying in Top Ranked
Universities of the World (7th October):
A career counselling workshop was conducted for students of senior
secondary with a special focus on studying abroad. The NIE
representative gave us an insight into the preparation involved for
admissions to top ranked universities of the world. We were informed
that to secure admission in top-ranked universities, academic
performance, SAT scores, co-curricular activities, and community
service play an important role. The resource person not only guided us
on the admission criteria but also helped us to understand how to build
a profile that would make our application stand out. We were given an
insight into a wide spectrum of opportunities available abroad. It was
an informative workshop that provided clarity regarding the courses
available abroad.
Sanyogita Sarin, Student 11 Deneb

Plastic Tide Changer Challenge (9th
October):
A workshop, 'Towards a Plastic Free Environment', was conducted by
an organisation established by Dr. Vikram Sarabhai. It encouraged the
students to boycott single-use plastic. We were made aware of the fact
that out of the total plastic waste created, only 9% gets recycled, 12%
is burned, and 79% is dumped. Every year 5 trillion tonnes of waste is
dumped into oceans. The disastrous effects of plastic usage were also
brought to light through a study that showed that humans consume
about one credit card's worth of plastic every week which may lead to
stomach cancer. The workshop not only encouraged all students to
work as a team towards the noble cause of encouraging others to ban
single-use plastic but also reinforced the need for a greener and
healthier mother earth.
Tanushree Panigrahy, Student 9 Deneb

Workshop by McMaster University, Canada
(9th October):
To impart career guidance to the students of senior secondary section,
McMaster University gave a presentation, which gave us a good idea
of the options available abroad for students from all the three fields;
Science, Commerce and Humanities. It was an immensely
informative session which encompassed course details, cost of tuition
and the cost of living in Hamilton, Canada. We were also made aware
of the admission requirements of the university. It broadened our
vision and motivated us to work hard to avail this great opportunity and
study abroad.
Saloni Manglik, Student 12 Antares

Workshop on adolescence for girls of
classes 6-9 (10th October):
On the occasion of International Girl Child Day, a workshop on
menstruation cycle was conducted by Ms. Aparna Gulawani from
Unicharm Corporation. The workshop aimed at breaking the myths
about menstruation and building confidence in girls. We were made
aware of the fact that we need to take care of our mental and physical
health and hygiene. She explained how superstitions have influenced
the mindset of the people, especially in the villages. She was
motivating, reassuring and clarified our doubts patiently and
encouraged us to accept the changes in a positive manner.
Purva Deshpande, Student 9 Sirius
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Fun Trip to Phoenix Mall, Class 5 (10th
October):
The students of class 5 had an exciting and fun filled trip to Happy
Planet, at Phoenix Mall. Games such as the Mountain Slide, Ninja
Challenge, Zip Line, Net Maze and many more kept us all on our toes,
running around and energetic. We were very well guided and assisted
by the attendants at the play zone. A day well spent, outside the
school premises! We wish for more trips of this kind.
Lakshita Patnaik, Student 5 Sirius

Models showcasing Hierarchy of
Governments:
The students of classes 8 and 9 made models showing the different
types of governments in India, England, China and Saudi Arabia. After
understanding the differences between the Parliamentary,
Monarchical, Communist and Constitutional Monarchical Systems,
the students were able to present the information in the form of models
and charts. The models were a product of teamwork, where the
classes were divided into groups and students coordinated and
collaborated for the best results. It was an informative educational
activity which reinforced the understanding of the given types of
governments.
Harshita Priyadarshini, Student 9 Sirius

Workshop on Cyber Security, Classes 6-7
(11th October):
The Cyber Security Workshop was conducted by the KPMG Group
and was an eye opener for many of us. We were informed about
hackers and how accounts are hacked. We were told about how we
must protect personal information such as bank account numbers,
passwords, our residential address and places we visit. Phishing is a
common technique and although there are ways of catching the
thieves, it is better to be safe than sorry. A small quiz made it
interesting for we won prizes too!
Mihika Rawat, Arul Mittal, Students 7 Rigel

International English Olympiad (15th
October):
The International English Olympiad is one of the most popular exams
conducted by the Science Olympiad Foundation. More than 325
students of our school appeared for this exam and completed the
paper within the given time. Students were tested for various skills
such as comprehension, vocabulary and grammar.
Amreen Sabuwala, CT 1 Deneb
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IBA on Monthly Theme, Classes 4-6 (16th October):
Orbians are always encouraged to think beyond the book and outside the box. The students gathered their ideas and thoughts based on the
theme, 'Rural Games from Around the World'. We presented our ideas creatively and worked on the selected countries. We also played rural
games of the countries selected and are working on making a scrapbook. The fun and enthusiasm knew no bounds. Working together gave us a
sense of togetherness and an essence of team spirit.
Karunya Anklekar, Student 6 Vega

Interact Club visits ZP School (18th October):
The Interact Club got an opportunity to visit the Zila Parishad Prathmik
Shaala, Keshavnagar. We interacted with the children and engaged
them in some activities like drawing, quizzing and singing. We gifted
them handmade ornate boxes, pencil stands, bookmarks, cards and
chocolates. Their discipline was worth appreciating. We sang an
inspirational song which we recently learnt in the Interact Club, but
they surprised us with their well rehearsed street play on the
conservation of the environment. We sang the song 'Hum honge
kaamyaab' with them. In the end we wished them a Happy Diwali and
came back to school satisfied and content. It was truly a memorable
trip for us and we wish to have more trips like these in the future.
Aditi Das and Gayathri Devi, Students 7 Sirius and 7 Vega

Field Trips (18th, 19th October):
A key aspect of the learning curve is to go beyond the boundaries. Keeping this aspect in mind, Orbians spread their wings to learn through field
trips. The students of classes 4-6 went to the Katraj Zoo, Sanskruti Village and the Kelkar Museum respectively. Learning outside the classroom
about the various components of our ecosystem and realising the need to protect them was learning for class 4. Class 5 visited the Sanskruti
Village, the space evoked an image of the rural India. The students of class 6 visited the Kelkar museum which has a collection by Late Dr. D. G.
Kelkar (1896 -1990). 'Kaka', as Dr. Kelkar was affectionately called, dedicated his collection to the memory of his only son `Raja'. The students
thoroughly enjoyed their day with their friends and teachers. The Students of Class 7 visited the BAIF, an award-winning charitable organisation
based in Urali Kanchan. Authorities at Bhartiya Agro Industries Foundation provided us information about cattle health, nutrition, vermiculture and
much more. Students appreciated the sight of beautiful lotuses and amazing landscapes, but at times locks at the gates at some places
disappointed them. The trekking was enjoyed the most by everyone. Class 8 visited the Botanical Survey of India, a Government organisation that
studies, researches and preserves the natural life of the country. The documentation and preservation of various plants, flowers, roots and other
parts in the Herbarium was a new learning for the students. Dr. Priyanka Ingle, a scientist, explained to them about various species of fungi, ferns,
orchids. The students of class 9 visited the Deccan Archaeological Museum and The Maratha Museum and were provided with information about
excavation that has taken place all over India. The Maratha Museum gave a personal understanding of the period during Maratha times through
original letters and royal orders.
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Orbisports - Heats (21st October):
Winning isn't everything but wanting and striving to win is! Exemplary
skills, determination and will was shown by the students of the Orbis
School for the qualifying heats, the high points being the Shot Put and
the Tug of War. Sports, according to me, are one of the most important
aspects which lead to a person's overall development. Sports reveal
our character, help us stay fit; both physically and mentally and also
teaches us the important values of sportsmanship, self-respect and
most importantly the will to never give up. The events were very well
organised and conducted by the sports team. Each student got a
chance to prove their mettle at Shot Put and other events. It was a fair
game, played in the true spirit of sportsmanship.
Mahaveer Dhadiwal, Student 12 Deneb

Diwali Party (25th October):
To celebrate together as a family, the Festival of Lights, and to look
forward excitedly, to the Autumn Break, a Diwali Party was organised
by all the classes along with their teachers. The students brought
traditional, homemade delicacies and shared them with their friends.
They made paper lanterns in class and decorated the school with
beautiful rangoli. It was a joy to see the students clean their classes
with smiles on their faces. Just another occasion to strengthen the
feeling of belongingness and camaraderie, the Orbis way.

Craft Club
Craft club involves structured activities like origami, puppet making, 3D cards, lantern making and paper art. Crafts develop creativity using one's
hands. It is a mindful activity which enhances thinking and motor skills. Crafts are a holistic way of learning involving mathematics, history and
languages making it interesting and fun. It is also a step towards vocational training. In the Craft Club, we encourage eco-friendly means to create
usable artefacts.

Enterprise Club
Enterprise Club marched ahead into the gold level of the School
Enterprise Challenge, under a new name; ENTREPRETEENS, with
the aim of creating safe spaces to reduce carbon footprint. New
products like neutralisers and handmade soaps, using DIY
techniques, have been introduced by the club in the new academic
year. Students have spent productive time and energy thinking of ways
to create economically and socially viable business strategies thereby
enhancing their leadership qualities and igniting their business
acumen. Having enjoyed the support of 'customers', which include the
teachers, students and staff members of the school for the sale of its
products, such as food items, jute bags and soaps, the entire team is
eagerly awaiting the next big event: Orbifair!

Spellathaon
How many words of four or more letters can you make from the letters shown in this puzzle? In making a word, each
letter may be used once only. Each word must contain the central letter. There should be at least one seven-letter
word. Plurals, foreign words and proper names are not allowed. British English Dictionary may be used as reference.
Today's Ratings:
07 words - Average; 10 words - Good; 12 words - Outstanding
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150th Birth Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi
(1st October):
To pay tribute on the 150th birth anniversary of our beloved Father of
the Nation - Bapu, the students of class 4 Vega presented an act in the
special assembly. The act highlighted the illustrious life of Gandhiji: his
journey from birth to his life in South Africa and eventually becoming
the non-violent freedom fighter of India. The students reminded their
fellow Orbians to continue to imbibe and follow his values of 'ahimsa',
'satyagraha' and equality. The students also portrayed and brought to
life Gandhiji's role in the struggle for Indian Independence. To
conclude, the choir sang one of Gandhiji's favourite hymns 'Raghupati
Raghav Raja Ram'. The importance of 'Swachchta' was also
reiterated in the assembly.

Nukkad Natak on Conservation of Water
(10th October):
Water is an irreplaceable part of our lives and it is time we join hands
and pledge together for a better life for millions of people. To put this
thought into action, Students of class 9 scripted and performed a street
play for their morning assembly based on 'Endangered Rivers and
Lakes'. The students dramatically put forward the current conditions of
rivers. They mirrored the human actions that have depleted the water
resources over a period of time, hence bringing about a realisation of
urgency in water conservation. It is our responsibility as future
generations to make the planet healthy and habitable by conserving
our resources.
Palak Sanghvi and Samriddhi Bharadwaj, Students 9 Vega

Diwali Special (25th October):
An informative, special assembly on Diwali was conducted by students of Classes 1-3 to make everyone aware of its significance and how we can
celebrate it, keeping in mind the good values of friendship and sharing. An inspiring skit with the message of celebrating a 'Green Diwali' was
beautifully showcased by the children. They also took a pledge to celebrate a pollution free, No Cracker Diwali. The beautiful dance performance
and melodious song sung by the little ones added much exuberance and joy to the assembly. The Headmistress and the Coordinator enriched the
awareness of the audience by speaking on the topic and motivating the students to say “No to Crackers”. And before breaking for the holidays all
students signed the 'No Cracker Pledge', a long-standing tradition at the school.

Neelima Kotrike, CT 3 Deneb

Let's Celebrate an Eco-Friendly Diwali
Diwali is a festival that signifies the triumph of light over darkness, good over evil, and hope over despair. However, in the recent years, extravagant
celebrations have not only put a great strain on the environment but have also put people's health at stake. This month the Nature Club students took
the initiative to motivate other students to celebrate Diwali responsibly and with minimal environmental consequences. Students conducted an
awareness drive in school during club periods. They spread the word about celebrating an eco-friendly Diwali by suggesting the use of eco-friendly
crackers that are made from recycled paper and green crackers with a low emission of smoke introduced by the government. Also, substituting
candles and electric diyas with the good old 'oil diyas' that are biodegradable, cost effective, traditional and very beautiful which will also be
contributing in reducing the electricity consumption that normally reaches sky high levels during Diwali. Students shared their ideas with other
students about eco friendly gifts and biodegradable rangoli with rice and pulses as it's a great way of sharing food with the creatures around us, like
small birds and ants. They spoke about making rangoli with different types of flowers and leaves which can be used to make compost for the garden.
Thus, the Nature Club endorsed eco-friendly Diwali celebrations which are in alignment with principles of sustainability and minimalist attitude.

Here are some special achievements of our students that happened
beyond the school premises, in inter school, inter city or open
competitions! We applaud the effort. Keep Shining!

U 17 Boys ZP Football Match (27th, 29th September)
Congratulations to the U17 Boys Football team on their victory against
Dastur School with a score of 3-0 and against Kalmadi High School with
a score of 1-0. In the Pre-Quarter finals, the boys gave a tough fight to St.
Vincent's High School though could not move ahead in the tournament.
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ZP Skating Competition 1000 meters Race (29th
September)
Krishna Agarwal, 7 Deneb bagged the third position and Poushali Parida,
8 Vega bagged the 1st position in the semi finals of ZP Skating
Competition 1000 meters Race. Keep it Up!

Wild Wisdom Quiz (1st October)
Congratulations to Rupa Kagitha and Yugveer Tomar, 5 Antares,
Lubdhak Mandal and Nitya Biju, 8 Rigel on participating in the State level
Wild Wisdom Quiz, representing our school in Mumbai, after having
cleared the preliminary round.
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Skating Competition (2nd
October)

Talent Hunt (2nd October)
A competition by 'Career Launchers', was held at the National Level
for classes 8, 9 and 10. It included analytical reasoning, Maths and
Science. The top 70 regional toppers were given prizes. We won the
11th and 29th positions. The 60 minute test was easy but very tricky.
The regional toppers were called for a seminar where they were told
about the importance of starting early in order to prepare for the
JEE/NEET. The toppers were also advised on 'Career Launchers'
courses. The examination was interesting as well as a perfect practice
for JEE/NEET. We were delighted to receive the prizes.
Anupria Gupta and Harshita Priyadarshini, Students, 8 Deneb
and 9 Sirius

Ashwin Poddar, 7 Antares won the
Gold medal in an Open Speed
Skating Championship approved by
Skating Association of Pune in Viman
Nagar. Kudos!

U19 Boys ZP
Football Match
(3rd October)

ZP Athletic
Competition (5th
October)

Congratulations to the
U19 Boys Football
team on their victory
against SM Choksey
School with a score of
1-0. Keep it up!

Ram Iyer, 10 Sirius ran
along with 25 other
participants in the ZP
Athletic competition. He
bagged the 6th position
in the 1500 m race (5
mins 4 secs) and the 3rd
position (11 mins 5 secs)
in the 3000 m race.
Congratulations Ram,
we are proud of you!

Times of India NIE - Star
Achiever (10th October)
Gayatri Devi Jayachandran, class 7
Vega became the national winner of
Times NiE Honour Roll Contest
(August 2019) for her outstanding
writing skills. She received a certificate,
honour roll and a high powered tablet
as part of the prize. The monthly
contest recognizes regular
contributions of the students on the
website and awards ten students per
city. Many congratulations to Gayatri!

U14 Boys ZP
Archery
Competition (10th
October)

TCS iON IntelliGem Exam (17th October)

Congratulations to
Vineet Sirode, 7 Deneb
and Atharva Dalvi, 7
Rigel on being awarded
the 6th and 9th places
respectively in the U 14
Boys ZP Archery
Competition.

TCS ION IntelliGem, is a unique aptitude contest to create an understanding and appreciation of the various 21st century competencies. It is for all
the students from Grade 5-9. The topics covered are Universal Values, Global Citizenship, Financial Literacy, Creativity, Innovation and
Communication Skills. Students have to select topics of their choice. 5 students from our school registered for the same; Priyenka Anand, 7
Antares, Roshni Gokeda, 7 Rigel, Gayathri Varanasi, 6 Vega, Hiya Sharma, 5 Rigel and Sharvari Hingmire, 5 Rigel. This online exam was well
organized by TCS and was taken on tablets, provided by them. We are excitedly looking forward to the results.

Inter House Results:
Event / Participating
Classes

IBA 4-6

EXPLORERS

4 th

GUARDIANS

2 nd

INNOVATORS

3 rd

VANGUARDS

1 st
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Handwriting Competition,
Classes 1 - 2
Congratulations to Aditya Singh,
Swara Lonkar and Sanvi
Galatagi from Class 1 and
Sasmit Gadekar, Aashi Pancholi
and Rudra Kore from Class 2 for
securing the first, second and
third position respectively, for the
best handwriting across all
sections of Class 1 and 2. They
were felicitated with a certificate
and a gift hamper sponsored by
Apsara Pencils. Well done
students!
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Music

The Uniform

More than the words we speak,
It's music, we understand.
It gives us hope when times are bleak,
More than words ever can.

Since I remember,
I always think about the uniform with great
pride,
And I know,
That I will wear it someday.

The resonance of each note I play,
Is far deeper than any emotion.
When the heart is but a stone of clay,
It washes over me like waves of the ocean.
I wish we spoke through music,
As it is comforting and devoid of hypocrisy.
It takes us to a special place,
A place too blissful for words.
Justin Masri, Student 9 Sirius

The Story of the Kitty
There was an old house in the city,
Where lived a granny and her scary little
kitty.
The kitty was absolutely not pretty,
It did not like the ditty,
Which was played in the house nearby,
beside the getty.
This little kitty was very skippy,
To handle such a kitty was very tricky.
This was the story which the granny told me,
And very quickly, I changed it into a short
poetry.
Siva Sankari Iyappan, Student 7 Deneb

An Ode to My Parents
You picked me up so many times, when I was
just a child.
You dried my tears when I was sad,
And kept me by your side, warmed me and
cared for me,
Guided me from afar, just like a shining star.
You are the one who protected me and
taught me with great care,
And everytime I needed you, you were
always there!
Akshara Patil, Student 5 Sirius

I wait for the day,
To see the look of pride in my mother's eye.
To go fight for my country,
And tell them not to worry,
For I am a soldier
That proudly wears the uniform.
Karan Shewale, Student 9 Sirius

I am Kepa, the Brush
I am Kepa. I am an art brush. I live with my
friends; Mr. Thin, Mr. Thick, Ms. Pony, Ms.
Straight and our owner 'Pari'. I was born in a
big factory with big machines. I have a
wooden leg and a round face. I was given
an orange dress, placed in a box and taken
to a shop where I stayed for about ten days.
Then came Pari, she liked me and took me
home. She is a great painter. She gives me
a bath and cleans me with soap every time I
play with Ms. Blue, Ms. Pink, Mr. Green and Mr. Yellow. One day when
I was splashing in the water to wash away a black mark on my face, a
rude kitty pushed me. I fell and rolled under the bed, where I met Mr.
Dust. I talked with him for a whole month but soon started to miss my
'spot' and was expecting that Pari would come looking for me. It has
been 45 days now, and I have not taken a bath or met Pari. Mr. Dust
has now invited Mrs. Ant and she has brought along her whole family
to meet me. I hope that Pari finds me soon. I just want to leave the
annoying Mr. Dust and go back to my friends. How I wish my face to be
colorful and be with my artist friend, Pari again!
Alankrita Tiwari, Student 7 Antaras

Nature
When I sit next to a tree, I feel cold
but free,
And my heart says,
“Please keep the earth clean and
make it green.”
My little eyes looked upon the
butterflies,
Oh it's very cold, now let us all be
bold.

We must join our hands,
And from pollution, save all our
land!
So let's plan a solution.
Save the environment, save
our creatures,
Save nature and it's amazing
features.
Samanvitha Vignesh and
Rashika Prasad, Students 5
Sirius

Have fun learning French!
Bonjour! Let's learn a few verbs that create confusion. It looks like they have the same meaning, in fact, there is a difference in the
meanings. So, try not to mix them up.
Passer un examen
(Paa-say un exa-mein)
To take an exam
Reussir un examen
(Ray-u-zi un exa-mein)
To pass an exam
Attendre
(O-ton-dre)
To wait
Assister a
(Aa-sis-tay aa)
To attend
Rester
(Res-tay)
To stay
Se reposer
(S-ray-po-zay)
To rest
Riya Sharma, Student 10 Sirius
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Mrs. Mala Jetly
Mrs. Mala Jetly nee Dubey, born on 30th October 1962 in Dehradun, was a postgraduate in Economics, a University
topper at that, holding a Bachelor’s degree in Education, started her teaching career as a lecturer in a Post Graduate
College and was positioned as the founder Principal of The Orbis School. She was actively involved in the field of
teaching and learning for over 3 decades with varied and rich experience of working in reputed schools and colleges
across the length and breadth of India. She has worked on a twinning project with a school in the UK and study tour of
schools in the USA.
Mrs. Mala Jetly always led from the front. According to her, a school reflects the outside world. She was someone who
was ahead of her time, she spoke of creating global citizens; a hands-on Principal, she played a pivotal part in
coordinating all four pillars, as she would call it; Management, Teachers, Parents and of course the Students. She was a
friend, philosopher and guide to one and all at the Orbis Schools.
The Orbis School’s board results were exceptional, and which made us mighty proud, all of which was possible only due
to her guidance and support. She was the face behind our mission to add on literates through ‘Each One Teach One’, the
heart behind the newspaper donation drive towards the cause of cancer patients, the brain behind the tie up with the
Rudra Foundation that recycles plastic. Every word of the vision and mission statement reverberate her dream for every Orbian. In a span of 10 years, our
school reached the top 500 CBSE schools of India, was ranked as No. 3 in Pune and No. 12 in Maharashtra. She was felicitated by the AKS Foundation
as one of the top 100 effective Principals of 2017. She was a CBSE Master trainer, a prolific speaker who spoke at many Educational Leaders Meets and
National Conferences. She was also the recipient of the Avantika Dr. APJ Kalam Award for distinguished work in the field of education in 2017.
To our mentor, we pay obeisance.

“Storytelling is the most powerful way to put ideas into the world.” - Robert McKee
Stories are like a thread; a thread that connects generations of people, across ages and cultures. They do not follow a predetermined path, but make their
own way shaping our perspective as they go along. Whether it's suspense or humour, myth or mystery; stories have ingredients that appeal to everyone.
The intricate webs they weave, leave all of us experiencing a range of emotions and yearning to know more. Curiosity is an integral characteristic of
human beings, one that is satisfied by the scores of anecdotes and stories we hear. Storytelling has many forms, all of which are equally enthralling.
Evenings spent with grandparents, books read by our parents, music we listen to, we enjoy books we immerse ourselves in, or anecdotes from our friends
and teachers; all these different stories help us connect to the world around us. Knowing about the past is important and stories are an excellent medium
to do so.
Keeping all this in mind, we should keep reading, listening to and sharing stories as much as we can. It is a fact that positive emotions increase the
production of red blood cells in our body. Over 75% of people smile, laugh or even cry because of stories. So, in a way, stories are therapeutic too! It is vital
to conserve stories as well. Spending time with the elders of our families is one way to do it. Technology now offers us many different options. We can
document stories in videos, blogs, and podcasts, through art or graphic representations. Be it the old ways or the new, let us hope we continue to live in a
world full of stories!
Bhumi Deshpande, Student 8 Rigel

Staff Club Party (27th September):
The Staff club has always strived to incorporate fresh ideas to exhibit diversity, therefore, the theme chosen for this quarter was South India and with the
name 'Kalamandalam'. To bring out the true essence of the South, we all dressed in the traditional attire of South India and the hall was beautifully
decorated with flowers. The programme and dance performances kept the audience spellbound. Authentic mouth-watering South Indian delicacies were
served for lunch. To add colour to this event, Mehendi stalls were put up, which gave the teachers a chance to carry the beautiful memory of the event over
the next few days. This staff club party, Kalamandalam, was full of fun and cheer!
Nidhi Dhume, CT 12 Deneb

Times NIE Teachers' Meet 2019-20 (1st
October):
The Times NIE Teachers' Meet 2019-20, was held in association with
Smaaash Phoenix Market City, where over 90 educators and NiE
coordinators were invited for a fun filled event. Teachers got an opportunity
to get a break from their daily regime and enjoy unlimited play time. I
thoroughly enjoyed in the bowling arena, 'Jurassic Park', and the virtual
reality games. It was a day filled with music, food, fun and enjoyment.
Rashmi Bhujbal, Librarian
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Senior Leadership Programme (2nd October):
Bassett Education India conducted a one day workshop on 'Transformational Training Program', specially designed for the leadership team of the
Orbis School. The workshop was structured to bolster the soft skills and techniques needed to accomplish and manage the growth of the Orbis
Schools. Ms. Vidya Moorthy, CEO of BEI and also the key speaker, gave insight into the leadership and education industry. The training gave a
broader view to the data analysis of education, industry and optimization of resources for personal and professional growth. She threw light on
sustaining leadership by integrating the 4H Leadership Model and 4E'S of Leadership. She gave a thorough talk on building one's self esteem and
took it further to show how it differs from confidence. The need of the hour is to 'Adapt to Change', which was beautifully unfurled through KublerRoss 5 Stage Model. To sum it up, it was an enriching experience for the entire core team.
Sonia McPherson, Headmistress

Teachers Transformation Training Workshop
(5th, 12th October):
A workshop was conducted by Bassett Education India for the
teaching staff of the Orbis School. The keynote speaker and CEO of
BEI, Ms. Vidya Moorthy, emphasized that teachers embody the
culture and the purpose of a school and, when properly supported and
inspired, teachers have the ability to transform schools with their
energy and ideas around learning. The workshop helped to train each
participant to become more effective and capable of handling the high
demands of this noble profession. The key areas of focus were
psychological, emotional and communication skills. It equipped
teachers to understand the causes of stress and how to effectively
manage it. It helped in strengthening their communication skills for
effective interaction with parents, students, colleagues and senior
leadership. The workshop saw active participation from teachers who
shared their experiences. Overall, it was an enriching and informative
session.
Ritu Narang, CT 9 Deneb

Joy of Giving
The long and meaningful association of the Orbis School with Cancer Patients Aids Association was strengthened yet again with the joy of
giving. Teachers contributed in large numbers by giving old school uniform and other sarees to reach out to cancer patients who genuinely
require it. With Diwali just around the corner, let us all try to experience that wonderful feeling of sharing, caring and giving, so that we are
able to spread a smile and happiness around.
Anuradha Joshi, Coordinator Lower Primary

Based on your reading about the personality of the month try to answer these interesting
1.
2.
3.

questions:
What does 'Global Citizen' mean?
What are some of the social drives that The Orbis School is involved in?
What do the phrases, 'hands on' and 'pivotal part', mean?

From the Editorial Team:
Food for Thought
'Selfie Addiction' is an addiction of taking pictures of oneself at all times. Selfies can be fun but being obsessed and addicted can
be dangerous. Some take pictures of themselves in dangerous places, then put them up on social media; and when enough
popularity is not received, get emotionally disturbed. It is a vicious cycle. It also leads to disclosing personal information in public.
We need to think about this and act sensibly and in moderation. This is food for thought for all ; old and young.
Om Barangale and Parthiv Doddarapu, Students 7 Rigel
Chief Editor - Raisa Braganza, Co-Editor - Anjali Srivastava, Ritu Narang, Student Editors - Editorial Club Members

"Literacy in itself is no education. Literacy is not the end of education not even in the beginning. By education I mean an
all-round drawing out of the best in the child and man - body, mind and spirit." - Mahatma Gandhi
The Orbis Schools are Orbis Education Society initiatives, and are Religious Minority institutions, managed by Educonnect Management Pvt. Ltd.
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